SUMMARY One of the approaches to improve program understanding is to extract what kinds of design pattern are used in existing objectoriented software. This paper proposes a technique for efficiently and accurately detecting occurrences of design patterns included in source codes. We use both static and dynamic analyses to achieve the detection with high accuracy. Moreover, to reduce computation and maintenance costs, detection conditions are hierarchically specified based on Pree's meta patterns as common structures of design patterns. The usage of Prolog to represent the detection conditions enables us to easily add and modify them. Finally, we have implemented an automated tool as an Eclipse plug-in and conducted experiments with Java programs. The experimental results show the effectiveness of our approach. key words: design patterns, program understanding, meta patterns, dynamic analysis, Prolog
Introduction
Design patterns [1] are increasingly being applied in objectoriented software design processes. Design patterns are abstract structures of artifacts that recur as successful practice in software design so that they can be reused. The usage of design patterns allows us to improve the quality of software designs, e.g. reusability, extensibility, and maintainability. In addition, since design patterns reflect the designers' intents on the reasons why the designers adopt a design, the identification of design patterns in an existing source code helps us to understand it by grasping the designers' intents.
Investigating the documentation of source codes is one of the approaches to identify the occurrences of design patterns. However, it frequently happens that the document has not been completely developed or has not been updated to the newest version. Therefore, the documents cannot always include the accurate information on which patterns were used in which parts of the code. Additionally, and developers spend large amounts of effort on conjecturing pattern occurrences by investigating the incomplete document and the source code.
There are several researches to (semi-)automatically † † The author is with the Center for Embedded Computing Systems, Graduate School of Information Science, Nagoya University, Nagoya-shi, 464-8601 Japan.
* Presently, with NTT COMWARE CORPORATION. a) E-mail: hayashi@se.cs.titech.ac.jp DOI: 10.1093/ietisy/e91-d. 4 .933 detect the occurrences of design patterns in source codes, in order to support various activities of software process under the situation where the used patterns are not explicitly specified in the document of the source code [2] - [19] . Detecting occurrences of design patterns is a prerequire for many applications:
Program understanding -Developers can guess a program's behavior by obtaining what classes and methods in the program are corresponding with pattern roles. Design recovery -Developers can confirm whether patterns in a program are correctly used by continuously recovering design information of the program. Pattern mining -An automated pattern detection mechanism leads to exploring unrecognized program structures that are frequently used.
The usage of design recovery involves strict time efficiency because the detection is incrementally performed at the software development process. The pattern mining approach also involves fast detection in order to apply the detection to many projects and larger-scale software. Additionally, accurate results are important in high-frequency and/or largerscale pattern detection. We then have to consider how to improve the accuracy and time efficiency of pattern detection, and of course to reduce the cost of human effort. This paper proposes a technique to accurately and efficiently detect occurrences of design patterns in existing source codes. Although there are varieties of software patterns, we focus only on the design patterns. For example, Gang-of-Four (GoF) patterns [1] or J2EE patterns [20] are well-known and widely used design patterns in industry. In our approach, we adopt both static and dynamic analyses so that we can obtain more accurate results by capturing the dynamic properties of a program as well as the static structure. To improve time efficiency of our automated detection, and to maintain detection conditions more efficiently, we hierarchically compose the detection conditions to decide whether a part of a program follows a design pattern.
Since design patterns have common properties, we then use Pree's meta patterns [21] to represent these common properties as a part of the detection conditions. More concretely, if a design pattern includes meta patterns, it can be specified with the combination of meta patterns. For this benefit, we take a two-stage pattern detection. First, we detect the occurrences of meta patterns in a source code. Next, we check if the pre-defined conditions of the design pattern, including the combination conditions of the meta patterns, hold or not. If it fails in this stage, we move to other patterns that have the same meta patterns. By using this technique, we can reduce any redundant repetition of checking the common properties of design patterns, i.e. the detection of meta patterns. Furthermore, we use Prolog to define detection conditions so that we can easily add and/or modify the conditions. It is not a new idea to use Prolog or the first order predicate logic (FOPL) for reasoning about structural properties of an object-oriented program, including static method invocation property [7] , [8] , [13] - [15] , [17] . Additionally, for design pattern detection, reclassification of GoF patterns is also proposed [16] . However, none of them used any hierarchical technique to reduce computation and maintenance costs.
In summary, the main contributions of this paper are considered as follows:
Improved accuracy -By using both static and dynamic analyses, we can extract the candidates of design pattern instances more accurately than only using static analysis. Reduced computation and maintenance costs -We use a hierarchy of conditions by using Pree's meta patterns [21] . Dynamic analysis causes slow detection because it produces large amounts of data to be analyzed. Furthermore, comprehensibility of pattern descriptions may decrease by introducing dynamic analysis. Hierarchical categorization of common conditions for each of the design patterns leads to their improvements in time efficiency and maintainability.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we outline our approach. Section 3 clarifies what information is extracted from a source code. Sections 4 and 5 present the hierarchical structure of detection conditions and their representations with Prolog, respectively. In Sect. 6, we discuss our supporting tool and experiments to show the benefits of our approach. Section 7 discusses the most relevant work, and Sect. 8 concludes with our contribution and discusses future work.
Overview of Our Approach
In our approach, we extract the candidates of design patterns from a source code. Figure 1 shows the overview of it.
First of all, we perform both static and dynamic analyses to a source code to be analyzed. The static analysis extracts the information on the inheritance relations of classes, the methods defined in the classes, and so on. The extracted information is translated into a set of facts in Prolog. Since object-oriented programs have the mechanism of dynamic binding, we cannot obtain all of the necessary information without executing them. For example, consider that an object receives a method invocation and calls its corresponding method. However, by applying static analysis, which only investigates the text of the source code, we cannot identify to which class the created object actually belongs because of the dynamic binding mechanism. To detect the occurrences of design patterns, the information on interactions among classes is necessary. In addition, only with static analysis, we cannot identify which method was actually executed, in the case where the method is overridden by a method having the same name defined in the subclasses. The dynamic analysis, where we actually execute the code, complements the static one to extract the information such as the methods that were actually executed or the classes of the objects that were created during the execution. This information is also represented with facts in Prolog.
Using extracted information as facts in Prolog, the detection conditions, described as Prolog programs, are executed to infer the existence of the class structures satisfying the conditions of design patterns. For example, the predicate observer(ClassRoleList, MethodRoleList) for detecting Observer pattern is defined as a Prolog program and executed as a query on the facts denoting the extracted information of the source code.
† After finishing the execution, the classes and the methods recognized as constituents of Observer are bound to the variables ClassRoleList and MethodRoleList, respectively, as a solution, i.e. an occurrence of Observer. One of the benefits to use Prolog is that it can perform exhaustive search for solutions with backtracking mechanism during its execution. The Prolog program can detect all occurrences of Observer by backtracking execution if existed in the source code.
Pattern description should have functionality to represent fuzzy conditions. It is difficult to completely decide whether a set of classes is actually an instance of a design pattern because of the variations of design pattern instances. For example, Fig. 2 illustrates two variations in Observer. Based on the description in GoF's book [1] , notify() in Subject is not overridden in its subclasses, i.e. ConcreteSubject ( Fig. 2-a) . However, sometimes we modify how to notify to observers. Then notify() may be overridden by ConcreteSubjects ( Fig. 2-b ). To deal with these variations in a unified way, our detection conditions do not simply return true or false value, but the degree of certainty that a code includes the design pattern. That is to say, we embed the calculation of fuzziness to our facts in Prolog. The description about our fuzzy conditions is included in Sect. 5.
Extracted Information

Static Information
Our approach first extracts static information by source code analysis. Table 1 lists up the types of the extracted information. For example, for a class, we extract the information on inheritance relationship (its superclass), visibility (public or private), whether it is an abstract or concrete class, the list of methods that it defines, and fields that it has (instance variable declarations). The left side of Fig. 3 illustrates an example of extracting the static structure of a source code as a fact in Prolog. In the figure, the line starting with the predicate class represents the static information of class IntNumber as a fact. The six parameters of the predicate denote its class name ('IntNumber'), superclass ('Number'), methods (['IntNumber.intValue()']), instance variables ([]: a null list because it has no fields), the information on whether it is an abstract or concrete class ('false': abstract class), and its visibility ('public'), respectively. 
Dynamic Information
For dynamic analysis, we execute the source code and extract, from the execution records, the occurrences of method invocations, including constructors' invocations to create instances. The information that we extracted is listed up in Table 2 .
The right side of Fig. 3 illustrates an example of extracting the dynamic execution record as a fact in Prolog. A part of the facts is shown in the bottom line of the figure, and it begins with the name of the predicate, methEntry. This fact denotes an invocation of the method intValue() in IntNumber class during the execution. We model the behavioral aspect of method invocation with a pair of events; the event of the method being called and the event of the method being returned. Each event is assigned a number corresponding the order in which it was invoked. We will refer to it as the ordinal execution number of the event. The first parameter 14 in the predicate methEntry stands for the ordinal execution number of the event of the method just being called in the analyzed execution record. After finishing the execution of the method and returning to the caller object, the 15th (second parameter of the predicate) event occurred as an event of the method to be returned. It means that the method invocation intValue() is modeled with a pair of events, 14 and 15, as shown in Fig. 3 . The identifier 13 as the third parameter shows the parent method invocation event that caused this invocation. The caller (sender of the method invocation) and the callee (receiver) object are referenced by 62 and 63, respectively. The class Number is a superclass of IntNumber, and this method invocation was done on the object whose class is Number from syntactic view. For example, the code of this method invocation can be written as follows:
Number obj = new IntNumber(); obj.intValue(obj1);
Note that the receiver object is bound to the type of Number, not IntNumber, and therefore the sixth parameter of the 
Information on an Occurrence of Method Invocation
(1) Method that was actually invoked (2) Ordinal execution number in the analyzed record (3) Method that sent the invocation (4) Object that sent the invocation (5) Object that received the invocation (6) Class to which the invocation was done (7) Objects that were bound to the input parameters (8) Object that was returned as the result of executing the invocation Information on a Created Object (1) Class that the object actually belongs to above predicate is Number. The seventh parameter [58] shows that the method invocation had only one input parameter and that it is the object with the ID number 58.
Detection Condition by Meta Patterns
Meta Patterns
In many cases, customizable parts of design patterns, socalled hot spots, are implemented with employing subclasses of an abstract class and overriding its abstract methods by concrete ones in the subclasses. The designers can fill the hot spots with the concrete methods that override the abstract one. The method overridden by a concrete method in a subclass is called hook method, and a template method includes one or more hook methods to implement its functions.
For example, consider Observer of GoF patterns shown in the bottom of Fig. 4 . The method update() of the abstract class Observer has no implementation but defines its interface, i.e. its name and parameters. When a designer uses Observer, he/she composes concrete subclasses of Observer class and customizes the pattern by overriding the abstract method update() with a concrete method, i.e. a method having an implementation, in each subclass in order to implement the functions that he/she wants. The method update() is a hook method, and the method notify() in Subject class which calls update() is a template method. The instance variable observers in Subject class holds all instances of ConcreteObserver, and the invocation of notify() leads to sending update messages to all of the ConcreteObserver instances. By using dynamic binding and overriding mechanisms, the execution of update varies on its implementation in ConcreteObserver subclass. Note that the ID numbers such as ID:157 attached to the syntactic elements in Fig. 4 will be used to explain a detection condition in Sect. 5.2.
Many of design patterns include common structures. Pree classified hot spots of design patterns into seven categories from the viewpoint of associations between the class having hook methods (called a hook class) and a class having template methods (template class). He defined these categories as meta patterns [21] . Meta patterns can be considered as a basis of design patterns and in fact. For example, most of GoF patterns include meta patterns. Figure 5 depicts the class diagrams of the Pree's meta patterns. For example, as shown in Fig. 4 , Observer includes 1:NConnection meta pattern. In 1:N Connection, there is no inheritance relationship between a template class and a hook class, but they are connected through an aggregation relationship whose cardinality is one-to-many. In Fig. 4 , Subject class and Observer class correspond to a template class and a hook class, respectively.
We analyzed 23 GoF design patterns and investigated which meta patterns are included in them. Table 3 shows the
Fig. 5 Meta patterns. T, H, TH, t(), h(), th(
) denote a template class, a hook class, a class having both roles of template and hook class, a template method, a hook method, and a method having both roles of template and hook method, respectively. Facade, Memento, Singleton *: patterns including more than one meta pattern classification of GoF patterns by the included meta patterns. 20 of the 23 patterns include a meta pattern, except for Iterator that includes two occurrences of 1:N Connection meta pattern and Visitor that includes both 1:N Connection and 1:1 Connection meta patterns.
Hierarchy of Detection Conditions
We define the hierarchical structure of GoF patterns based on the inclusion of meta patterns. In the case where several design patterns have the common properties for detecting them, we can attain efficient detection by avoiding the redundant repetition of checking these common properties. In our approach, these common properties are specified with meta patterns.
As an example, consider the detection of Builder and Bridge. As shown in Table 3 , both of them include 1:1 Connection meta pattern. Therefore, the Builder detection conditions can consist of the conditions for 1:1 Connection and the conditions specific to Builder. Similarly, the conditions for Bridge are the combination of 1:1 Connection conditions and Bridge-specific ones. If we try to detect each pattern individually, we have to check 1:1 Connection conditions twice on the whole source code to be analyzed which brings inefficiency. In our approach, as shown in Fig. 6 , we organize the hierarchical structure where 1:1Connection conditions are in the upper layer and where Builder-specific conditions and Bridge-specific ones are in the lower layer. To detect the occurrences of GoF design patterns, we visit nodes in this hierarchical structure from the root node and check, in descending order, the conditions which the visited nodes have. In the example, we first find out the parts of the source code that hold the 1:1 Connection conditions and then apply the Builder-and Bridge-specific conditions to them. Since we check the 1:1Connection conditions only once, we can attain more efficient detection. The hierarchical structure is organized based on logical implication relationship among the detection conditions. For example, 1:1 Connection can be considered as a logically stronger version of 1:N Connection, because the constraint that the cardinality should be one-to-one is additionally imposed to 1:N Connection condition. Therefore we check the 1:N Connection condition, and then check 1:1 Connection-specific condition, i.e. one-to-one cardinality if 1:N Connection is satisfied. In this sense, the hierarchical structure represents the order of checking the detection conditions. We start with checking the Common Conditions for Meta Patterns, which all meta patterns have. This common condition specifies the existence of a method that is overridden as a hook method and is called from somewhere. Common Conditions for Connection, the definition of an aggregation between the corresponding classes, is common to all of connection types of meta patterns. Proposed hierarchical structure is used for both static and dynamic analyses. As shown in Fig. 6 , we can define hierarchical relationships not only between a meta pattern and a design pattern but also between two meta patterns and between two design patterns. Factory Method is a special case of Template Method, we then check the condition of Factory Method after that of Template Method is satisfied.
By constructing the hierarchy of conditions, we can also reduce the size of detection conditions. In our technique, we develop detection conditions efficiently by using a reusing mechanism as well as the inheritance mechanism of object-oriented programming. If a target pattern (e.g. P) includes other pattern or meta patterns (e.g. P i ), we can consider P is inherited from P i , and P i is regarded as the superclasses of P. After declaring the relationship between P and P i , we can just focus on writing the condition specific to P. For example, to describe the detection condition of Factory Method, all we have to do is declare parent pattern Template Method and describe Factory Method-specific conditions, e.g. a constraint of result type. Furthermore, if a modification of detection conditions is required, e.g. adding debugging information or introducing stricter conditions, we can easily find where to modify because the conditions in common and those specific to the target pattern are separated. Compared with detection conditions that do not use any hierarchical structure, we can acquire >30% reduction by meta patterns, furthermore >60% reduction by meta patterns and common conditions for meta patterns. A well-balanced hierarchical structure of GoF patterns and Pree's meta patterns contributes an effective reduction of whole description of detection conditions.
Specifying Detection Conditions with Prolog
Detecting Patterns with Prolog
The overview of a detection process by using Prolog is as follows. We first represent the extracted information from the source code as facts in Prolog and assert (registration of facts) them into a Prolog database, which is a collection of facts. We then check the detection conditions in the order following the hierarchical structure from its root shown in Fig. 6 . The candidates of design pattern instances are obtained as solutions satisfying the detection conditions, and they are asserted into the database in order to utilize them for checking the conditions of the lower level.
Detection Condition
The detection conditions are defined as rules in Prolog. The rules specify the properties that the design patterns should have with a series of predicates so as to evaluate the properties to the facts of the source code in Prolog. Figure 7 shows a part of the detection conditions for Observer which has the 1:NConnection condition in the upper layer. Observer and its correspondence to 1:N Connection are shown in Fig. 4 . According to Fig. 6 , we have to start with the check of 1:N Connection conditions, and the predicate meta1 Nconnection appears in the right side of the rule. The results from evaluating this predicate, i.e. the parts of the source code satisfying it, are bound to the variables NotifySN as the template method t(), UpdateSNList as The following Prolog goal is for detecting the occurrences of Observer in a source code.
observer(ClassRoleList, MethodRoleList).
The first parameter ClassRoleList in the goal has the triples consisting of role names in Observer, their corresponding detected class names, and the instances of the classes. On the other hand, a list of triples regarding the detected methods is bound to MethodRoleList, and each triple contains a role name in Observer, its corresponding method signature, and an identifier of its method invocation included in the execution record. A concrete example of the detection result is shown in Fig. 8 . It is the result from applying the condition in Fig. 7 to a source code which includes the Observer shown in Fig. 4 . The first four lines in Fig. 8 show the value of the first parameter ClassRoleList as the result regarding the detected classes. More concretely, the class Node corresponds to Subject class in Observer, but there are no instances of Node because it is an abstract class, hence the null. The class File plays a role of ConcreteSubject in Observer and an instance of the identifier 57 was created during the execution. In the fifth line of the Fig. 8 , the results from detecting methods are shown. For example, notifyObservers() method, defined in Node, corresponds to the role of notify() in Observer, and its method invocation has the identifier 157.
Pattern candidates are associated with its fuzziness score, which is represented using the predicate score shown in Fig. 7-5 . The rule represents, "for Observer, if Subject is not an abstract class, then the score should have 40 subtracted from it." The second and third parameters are directly passed from predicate observer. The fourth parameter is the score that should be added to the default score 100 if the following conditions are satisfied. In this case, a negative score 40 is used because the following conditions may not be suitable for Observer. As explained above, since the definitions of fuzziness can be described declaratively, we then can easily add, remove, and modify the estimation rules without changing the detection rules. We implemented a tool to automate the detection of design patterns based on our approach as a plug-in of Eclipse IDE [22] . As suggested in Fig. 1 , our automated tool consists of two parts: 1) an analysis module for extracting static and dynamic information from a Java source code (called static analyzer and dynamic analyzer, respectively), and 2) a detection module for generating facts in Prolog from the extracted information and checking detection conditions against them. The static analyzer has been implemented by using Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) parser of the Eclipse JDT plug-in [23] , and the dynamic analyzer uses Java Debug Interface (JDI) to obtain, from Java Virtual Machine, the events of method calls and method returns that occur during the execution. We have used tuProlog [24] , [25] , that can be operated with Java platform, to check detection conditions written in Prolog. Figure 9 is the screenshot of the automated tool on Eclipse IDE. The console view part (the bottom part of the figure) displays the result from detecting Observer in the form of Prolog predicates. After recognizing the several occurrences of 1:1 Connection, the tool detects an occurrence of Observer. The user identifies what parts of the program are organized as design patterns from detection results. Our tool is under the prototyping, so only preliminary functionalities are available. As an empirical viewpoint, detection results should be provided not only by textual but also more graphical information. To improve the legibility of detection results, a tool to visualize pattern candidates and a combination of multiple patterns is desired.
Test Case Generator
Dynamic analysis requires test cases to execute the target program with the regular calling order in an effort to extract amounts of dynamic information enough to detect design patterns. Our detection conditions represent what kind of methods are invoked in what order, so execution sequences against the order do not satisfy the conditions. To reduce computation time and human cost, avoiding unnecessary executions is useful. However, some techniques for improving coverage requirements often generate many ineffective test cases.
We also implemented a tool for supporting test case construction by using test case templates and pattern candidates detected by static analysis. Figure 10 is the screenshot of the supporting tool. The tool lists the candidates of design patterns detected by static analysis (left side of tabs). When the user selects a candidate, the tool shows a template which is suitable for design pattern detection. For example, the template for Observer is shown in Fig. 11 . For each part of the pattern candidate, the tool also shows information on its names, types, and pre-conditions described in JML [26] . A user implements test cases by using this supporting information.
Experimental Method
In this subsection, we introduce the experiments that we performed to assess our approach and tool. In particular, the aim is to assess the accuracy and time efficiency of our ap- proach. We picked up two Java programs to detect design patterns from: 1) the modified version of a sample program which appears in the textbook of design pattern written by Vlissides [27] (we call it program #1) and 2) the dynamic analyzer of our supporting tool itself (called program #2). The reason why we selected them was that we had known which design patterns were actually used in which parts of the programs in advance. We then could assess the accuracy of our detection by comparing the results produced by the tool with the real usages of design patterns in the programs. Table 4 shows the size of the programs #1 and #2. For example, the program #2 includes 56 classes, and 1,439 method invocations (excluding the invocations within Java libraries such as Swing) were done during the execution.
We have designed the detection conditions for 12 GoF design patterns; Abstract Factory, Builder, Chain of Responsibility, Composite, Factory Method, Observer, Proxy, State, Strategy, Template Method, Visitor, and Singleton. Note that Singleton is not included in the hierarchical structure of Fig. 6 because it is too simple and has no meta patterns.
When performing dynamic analysis, what methods are actually executed depends on the input data that will be sup- 
Composite, Observer, Proxy, Strategy, Singleton
plied to the program during the execution, so we cannot get the information on the methods that were not executed. We also added test cases to extract additional information by using our test case generator for program #1. The results are shown in Table 5 . In the table, the columns "Thr.", "# Cand.", "# Tests", "Time", and "Found patterns" represent the threshold of the detection conditions, the number of automatically generated test cases, the number of manually constructed test cases from candidates with a tool support, time spent on construction in minutes, and pattern names that the instances of design patterns in constructed test cases belong to, respectively. At the end we additionally obtained 11 test cases, which are enough to find seven types of patterns. Three test cases were obtained by the candidates by using lower threshold of 80, which in turn rescuing informal candidates lead to lower false negatives. In order to assess the improvements of the accuracy of our detection technique, we provided two types of the detection way; performing 1) static analysis only, and 2) both static and dynamic analyses. We measured the number of detected pattern candidates and compared the precisions of both types.
Furthermore, in order to assess the time efficiency of our detection technique, we provided two types of detection conditions; 1) following the hierarchical structure shown in Fig. 6 and 2 ) not following the hierarchical structure. The second type of the conditions is not asserted into the Prolog database. Note that the first type for Singleton is the same as the second one because it is not included in the hierarchical structure. We have detected the patterns by using both types of the conditions and compared the detection times. The differences between the detection times allow us to evaluate how much hierarchy of the detection conditions can contribute to the improvement of time efficiency. Additionally, we do not consider quantitative criteria of our experiments are especially important because assuming criteria depends on the target program. For example, structurally and behaviorally equal patterns, e.g. State and Strategy, are not correctly detected by our technique, and then quantitative results depend on the kinds of patterns included in the target program. We qualitatively discuss what points of our technique contribute to the experimental results.
Our experiments were done on a personal computer with Intel Pentium III 1 GHz×2, 512 MB RAM, and Microsoft Windows 2000.
Experimental Results
The detection results are shown in Table 6 . In the table, the columns "C", "S", and "SD" represent Correct, the number of the patterns that were actually used, Static, the number of the patterns from static analysis only, and Static-andDynamic, the number of the patterns from both static and dynamic analyses, respectively. The rows "Precision" and "Recall" indicate one of the accuracy criteria and are calculated by using a set of detected results M and correct patterns C:
The tool could detect all of the patterns that were actually used in both of the programs-maximum recalls. Furthermore, precisions are drastically improved by introducing dynamic analysis. As a whole program #1 and #2, we can observe the improvement of the precision from 0.19 to 0.67.
The dynamic analysis that we adopted was quite useful and effective, and it provided the information on the execution order of the method invocations and the identification of overriding methods. This information allowed the tool to filter out irrelevant candidates of patterns in early stage. In fact, more predicates of Prolog specifying the conditions on the order of method invocations and on overriding methods were used in the detection conditions compared to the predicates for static structures. They were frequently evaluated during the detection processes. Table 7 shows the time taken to detect the patterns. The results in the case of using the hierarchical structure (our proposed approach) are included in the cells under the column of "Hierarchical conditions", while the column "Non-hierarchical conditions" is for the case of the nonhierarchical detection conditions. As for the total time for the detection, our proposed approach was 3.5 times as fast as non-hierarchical conditions in the case of the program #1, and 6.5 times faster in the program #2. This result shows that our approach of using hierarchical detection conditions is more effective.
As for the case shown in Table 6 that the value of "S" or "SD" is greater than that of "C", the tool correctly detected the parts of the programs where a pattern was really used, but it took the wrong patterns. In the example of the program #1, the tool detected Chain of Responsibility, but its part was structured with Composite. The tool detected the occurrences of State and Strategy at the same part of the program #1, but Observer was actually used there. These errors resulted from the incorrect decision of the role of the methods as constituents of the patterns. The reason why State and Strategy patterns were detected at the same part is their similarity in static structure. In the case of the program #2, an occurrence of Template Method was detected but the pattern was not actually used. The detected part was included in the occurrence of Factory Method, which was correctly detected. This error arises from the fact that Factory Method can be a special form of Template Method. These errors are not related to the structural and behavioral but the semantic differences. To detect these patterns precisely, we are considering to introduce some semantic analyses, such as program identification analysis [18] , or heuristic-based approach, such as the technique using a machine learning [6] . Some of the failing reasons of our detection technique are considered as follows: 1) not followed variations of patterns, 2) irrelevant execution sequences, and 3) pattern that has no structural characteristics. To detect non-structural patterns, Prolog representation of a program behavior other than executions is required.
Related Work
There are several researches to automatically detect occurrences of design patterns, and some of them use metrics that measure the possibility of the existence of patterns [2] - [5] . These metrics techniques can be combined with a statistical approach and learning algorithms to improve the accuracy of detection [6] .
In the works by Correa et al. and Krämer et al., the conditions that should be satisfied on the static structure of a source code are defined with FOPL. The pattern occurrences are detected by checking the true/false value of the conditions [7] , [8] . To provide an easy way to describe the conditions on so-called pattern specifications, Balanyi et al. proposed an XML based language named DPML [9] . However, these approaches only use the static structure of a code such as inheritance, aggregation, association and method invocation relationships. Therefore it leads to inaccuracy when detecting patterns. In particular, in DPML, although Factory Method could be completely detected, the other patterns, Builder, Proxy, and Visitor, could be detected at correctness ratios of 14%, 50%, and 0%, respectively. The types of patterns that could be detected were limited. Some approaches use Prolog or FOPL for reasoning about structural properties of object-oriented programs, including static method invocation properties [7] , [8] , [13] - [15] . In particular, the tool of Kniesel et al. is based on the static source code analysis and detects patterns rapidly [17] . However, most of them do not consider maintainability of pattern descriptions, i.e. programs in Prolog or FOPL expressions themselves.
Some researches use the dynamic data such as execution traces [10] . The combination of static and dynamic analyses seems to be one of the ways to achieve more accurate pattern detection [28] . However, the computation cost may be a problem of automated detection.
Since formal concept analysis helps us to extract the abstract static structures that commonly appear, it is applied to pattern mining as well as pattern detection [11] , [12] . Pattern mining approach strongly requires time efficiency because they are applied to many projects and larger-scale software.
Semantic analysis using natural language processing, e.g. an analysis of identifications or class/method names on a source code, is also effective to detect design patterns. The work by Dong et al. indicates that the collaboration of the approaches brings good results [18] , [19] . However, considerations of extensibility and maintainability of pattern descriptions are not mentioned.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed the approach to detect design patterns from a source code more accurately and efficiently. To improve accuracy, we adopted an integrated method of static and dynamic analyses. Furthermore, we focused on the common properties that design patterns have and represented them as Pree's meta patterns. The meta patterns helped us to hierarchically structure the properties of design patterns, and we could reduce the time costs of detection and the size of whole detection conditions. We adopted Prolog to represent the detection condition of design patterns, so that we could easily add and modify the detection conditions and implement the efficient detection of patterns by using the backtracking mechanism and the database function, i.e. assert and retract predicates. The database function was useful to avoid re-evaluation of the same detection conditions. Our supporting tool and the experiments showed the benefits of our approach. In particular, the result of our experiments shows that all of the pattern occurrences were detected. It means that our hierarchical detection conditions are accurate enough to detect design patterns. However, it was difficult to completely recognize correct patterns, we consider that some of these types of errors can be reduced by adopting a stronger dynamic analysis. To solve the others, we should consider the semantic aspect of patterns, not static structure or the usage of methods and classes during program execution. One of the differences between State and Strategy, which have the same structure, is that objects in State are created as states while objects in Strategy are created as strategies. It means that we should clarify the semantic differences between State and Strategy.
We can consider the following issues as future work:
Describing detection conditions for more patterns -We have shown that our hierarchical structure by using Pree's meta patterns is effective to describe conditions of design pattern detection. Confirmations to describe conditions for other design patterns, e.g. patterns in Grand's catalog [29] or J2EE patterns [20] , are effective. Visualizing patterns -It is hard to understand constitutions and communications of patterns because our tool's outputs are just facts in Prolog. We consider a visualizing technique to enhance the understandings of the patterns. In particular, the tool to visualize classes corresponding to multiple patterns is desired. Case study of larger scale -Our case study in this paper is pre-limited, so we should apply our technique to larger scale one.
